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The figure of the last Viennese classic is associated most of all—and not
without reason—with instrumental music. His vocal output, in turn, car-
ries the stigma of a lesser status, as a result of which it is relatively poorly
investigated even by professional circles—both scholars and performers.
Such a situation provokes deeper reflection and instigates more thorough
research, which could scrutinize existing views on Beethoven’s vocal output
and debunk the stereotype of the Bonn master as almost solely instrumen-
tal music composer. Since it appears that the artist finds the combination
of music and words to be an extremely important area, having a signifi-
cant influence on the development of his compositional style and artistic
personality.
The main aim of this study is to investigate the characteristics of music-
text relationships in Ludwig van Beethoven’s output with regard to aes-
thetic views and practical implications concerning the setting of a piece
involving music and poetry, as described in the 18th-century musical writ-
ing. What makes the subject of the research are relations between lyrics
and music on the structural (form of the text, rhythm, length of syllables,
layout of accents) and semantic levels (musical rhetoric, semantics of tonal-
ities, symbols, presentation of ideas in music). The additional aim of the
research is to determine which of those aspects are specific, distinctive for
Beethoven—as a vocal-instrumental music composer and make him stand
out against commonly accepted conventions of his epoch.
Since Beethoven never wrote any treatise on composition, the sources of
information on his attitude to his own output (vocal music, to be exact)
comprise: correspondence, diaries and conversation books, used in that
work as ancillary sources. Simultaneously, the awareness of Beethoven’s
thorough education in terms of music theory, his knowledge of writings as
well as musical and aesthetic treatises cause that adopting the 18th-century
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music theory as the main point of reference seems to be the most natural
and obvious way of recreating the aesthetic picture of the epoch when
a peculiar phenomenon—göttliche Erscheinung, which the composer was
considered to be, occurred. That ‘divine revelation’ is not, however, any
deus ex machina but the outcome of dynamic cultural and outlook changes
at the turn of the 18th and 19th century. The fact that while composing,
Beethoven many times turned to theoretical texts on music lets us presume
that those works had some impact on his development as a music composer.
What certainly should be discussed further is the extent to which it made
a difference and for what purposes the composer referred to those texts.
The analysis of a musical work from the perspective of music theory
contemporary to the composer, thus—the tradition he originated from, at
the same time becomes part of the semiotic analysis conception, described
by Mieczysław Tomaszewski. Along with various musical and cultural con-
texts, which make a possible point of reference for that sort of analysis, also
theoretical treatises bear testimony to the epoch, systemizing the working
knowledge of composition and its rules and laying down an invaluable ba-
sis for the development of a proper ‘notional framework’, i. e. the research
apparatus. As far as this dissertation is concerned, the basis for such a de-
velopment made studies on the 18th-century theoretical writing on music,
in terms of the issues associated with aesthetic and theoretic rudiments of
a vocal composition. The objective of the initial research was the most
in-depth and multidimensional possible presentation of the problems con-
cerning the relations between music and poetry in the 18th-century theory
and music aesthetics.
The study is restricted, with few exceptions, to the German writing.
Firstly, the composer read almost exclusively in German; secondly, the
vast majority of lyrics set to his music was written in that particular lan-
guage. The collection of songs of different nations, or collections of Scottish,
Welsh and Irish songs were set to melodies without words, therefore one
cannot investigate the uniqueness of Beethoven’s typical musical setting
of lyrics on that basis. The research also clearly indicates that e. g. some
arias or songs to Italian texts were actually either compositionally based on
the same lyrics in German, or were written as the composer’s imitative en-
deavors. Regardless of the fact whether it was a consequence of insufficient
knowledge of foreign languages (Italian included), or a result of developing
national German identity, Beethoven remains a German composer in the
true sense of the word. The awareness of his German identity is reflected,
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inter alia, in some of his songs e. g. nostalgia for the Teutonic people’s
glory days in Der Bardengeist WoO 142, or a sense of national pride in
Der Mann vom Wort op. 99.
The analytical material, taken from Beethoven’s vocal-instrumental out-
put, has been selected with regard to the intensity level of the phenomena
occurring in his works; therefore, detailed structural issues have been il-
lustrated first and foremost with examples from the songs composed to
the poetic texts which were not always written with an explicit idea of
setting them to music in mind. Whereas the examples of applied rhetoric
means, naturally more suitable for the church and theatrical music styles,
were mainly taken from theatric and oratorian-cantata works and comple-
mented with some examples from his songs.
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